Sample layout for a cocktail party/reception with 85 to 97 guests in a 30' x 60' tent.

(1) 30' x 60' Tent
(1) 12' x 12' Dance Floor
(1) 6' Bar Table
(2) 6' Stationary H'ors Tables
(6) 48" Round Tables
  Seats 36 at 6 per table
  Seats 48 at 8 per table
(6) 30" Round Cocktail Height Tables
  Stand up spaces for 24 at 4 per table
(1) Approximate 150 square feet of open space
  between tables and near food & beverage tables
  Stand up cocktail space for 25 at 6 sq. ft. per person

Total of Guest Accommodations:
  36 to 48 seated
  24 standing at tables
  25 stand up cocktail spaces
  85 to 97 guests